Forced rotation of Na+-driven flagellar motor in a coupling ion-free environment.
Rotational characteristics of Na+-driven flagellar motor in the presence and absence of coupling ion were analyzed by electrorotation method. The motor rotated spontaneously in the presence of Na+, and the rotation accelerated or decelerated following the direction of the applied external torque. The spontaneous motor rotation was inhibited by removal of external Na+, however, the motor could be forcibly rotated by relatively small external torque applied by the electrorotation apparatus. The observed characteristic of the motor was completely different from that of ATP-driven motor systems, which form rigor bond when their energy source, ATP, is absent. The internal resistance of the flagellar motor increased significantly when the coupling ion could not access the inside of the motor, suggesting that the interaction between the rotor and the stator is changed by the binding of the coupling ion to the internal sites of the motor.